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ABSTRACT
Periodically variable quasars have been suggested as close binary supermassive black holes. We present a systematic search
for periodic light curves in 625 spectroscopically confirmed quasars with a median redshift of 1.8 in a 4.6 deg2 overlapping
region of the Dark Energy Survey Supernova (DES-SN) fields and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Stripe 82 (SDSS-S82). Our
sample has a unique 20-yr long multicolour (griz) light curve enabled by combining DES-SN Y6 observations with archival
SDSS-S82 data. The deep imaging allows us to search for periodic light curves in less luminous quasars (down to r ∼23.5 mag)
powered by less massive black holes (with masses � 108.5M�) at high redshift for the first time. We find five candidates with
significant (at >99.74 per cent single-frequency significance in at least two bands with a global p-value of ∼7 × 10−4–3 × 10−3

accounting for the look-elsewhere effect) periodicity with observed periods of ∼3–5 yr (i.e. 1–2 yr in rest frame) having ∼4–6
cycles spanned by the observations. If all five candidates are periodically variable quasars, this translates into a detection rate
of ∼0.8+0.5

−0.3 per cent or ∼1.1+0.7
−0.5 quasar per deg2. Our detection rate is 4–80 times larger than those found by previous searches

using shallower surveys over larger areas. This discrepancy is likely caused by differences in the quasar populations probed and
the survey data qualities. We discuss implications on the future direct detection of low-frequency gravitational waves. Continued
photometric monitoring will further assess the robustness and characteristics of these candidate periodic quasars to determine
their physical origins.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Supermassive black holes (SMBHs) with masses ∼105–109 M� are
commonly found at the hearts of massive galaxies (Kormendy &

� E-mail: ycchen@illinois.edu (YCC); xinliuxl@illinois.edu (XL)
†Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellow.

Richstone 1995). When galaxies merge, their central black holes
should collide and form binaries (Begelman, Blandford & Rees
1980). These binary supermassive black holes (BSBHs) are par-
ticularly interesting because they create distortions in space–time,
known as gravitational waves (GWs; Einstein 1916, 1918), that have
the highest strain amplitude and make the loudest GW sirens in
the universe. More massive binaries are pulsar-timing array (PTA)
sources (e.g. Arzoumanian et al. 2018). Less massive binaries are
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targeted by space-based experiments such as LISA (Klein et al.
2016). They provide a laboratory to directly test strong-field general
relativity (Hughes 2009; Centrella et al. 2010).

BSBHs are also important for multiple topics in cosmology and
galaxy formation (Colpi & Dotti 2011). First, since BSBHs are ex-
pected from galaxy mergers, their abundance provides an important
check for the � cold dark matter (�CDM) hierarchical structure
formation paradigm (Volonteri, Miller & Dotti 2009; Yu et al. 2011).
Secondly, BSBHs are believed to have a significant dynamical impact
on the stellar structures of galactic nuclei. They scour out stellar cores
as they eject stars through three-body interactions (Kormendy et al.
2009). Thirdly, because gas-rich mergers are expected to trigger
strong gas inflows to the galactic centres, BSBHs offer a unique
laboratory to study merger-induced accretion and black hole growth
and their possible effects on the evolution of their host galaxies
(e.g. through strong outflows or so-called ‘feedback’). Finally, the
successive dynamical evolution of BSBHs in galaxy mergers is also
of great interest (Merritt 2013).

While the formation of BSBHs is inevitable, direct evidence has so
far been elusive. No confirmed case is known in the GW-dominated
regime (a binary is so close that the orbital decay is driven by GW
emission). A critical unsolved problem is that the orbital decay
of a BSBH may significantly slow down or even stall at ∼parsec
scales, i.e. the so-called ‘final-parsec’ problem (Begelman et al. 1980;
Milosavljević & Merritt 2001; Yu 2002). When a binary has run out
of stars to interact with but has not approached close enough to emit
significant gravitational radiation, there is no obvious method for
its orbit to decay. This long-standing conundrum poses the largest
uncertainty on the abundance of BSBH mergers as GW sources. In
theory, the bottleneck may be overcome in gaseous environments
(e.g. Gould & Rix 2000; Cuadra et al. 2009; Chapon, Mayer &
Teyssier 2013; del Valle et al. 2015), in triaxial or axisymmetric
galaxies (e.g. Khan et al. 2016; Kelley, Blecha & Hernquist 2017),
and/or by interacting with a third BH in hierarchical mergers (e.g.
Blaes, Lee & Socrates 2002; Kulkarni & Loeb 2012; Bonetti et al.
2018). Observations of BSBHs are needed to test these theories and
to verify their feasibility and efficiencies in solving the final-parsec
problem.

Quantifying the occurrence rate of BSBHs is important for
understanding the various gas and stellar dynamical processes to
solve the final-parsec problem. However, the physical separations of
BSBHs that are gravitationally bound to each other (� a few pc) are
too small for direct imaging. Even with resolution of 10μarcsec
cannot resolve BSBHs except for in the local universe (Burke-
Spolaor 2011). CSO 0402+379 (discovered by VLBI as a double
flat-spectrum radio source separated by 7 pc) remains the only secure
case known (Rodriguez et al. 2006; Bansal et al. 2017). While great
strides have been made in identifying dual active galactic nuclei
(AGN) – progenitors of BSBHs at �kpc scales (e.g. Komossa et al.
2003; Ballo et al. 2004; Hudson et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2010; Liu,
Shen & Strauss 2011; Liu et al. 2013; Comerford et al. 2015; Fu
et al. 2015; Müller-Sánchez et al. 2015; Koss et al. 2016; Ellison et al.
2017; Liu et al. 2018b; Silverman et al. 2020), there is no confirmed
BSBH at mpc scales, i.e. in the GW regime (e.g. Bogdanović 2015;
Komossa & Zensus 2016).

Periodic quasar light curves have long been proposed as candidate
mpc BSBHs. Periodicity may arise from accretion rate changes (e.g.
MacFadyen & Milosavljević 2008; Roedig et al. 2012; Shi et al. 2012;
D’Orazio, Haiman & MacFadyen 2013; Farris et al. 2014; Tang,
Haiman & MacFadyen 2018), and/or relativistic Doppler boost from
the highly relativistic motion of gas in the mini accretion disc around
the smaller BH in a binary (e.g. D’Orazio, Haiman & Schiminovich

2015a). While ∼150 periodic quasars have been found as BSBH
candidates (e.g. Valtonen et al. 2008; Graham et al. 2015a,b; Liu et al.
2015, 2016; Charisi et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2016; Li et al. 2019;
Liu et al. 2019), most of the known candidates have been shown
to be subject to false positives due to stochastic quasar variability
(e.g. Vaughan et al. 2016; Barth & Stern 2018; Goyal et al. 2018;
Liu, Gezari & Miller 2018a). Furthermore, previous surveys were
only sensitive to the most massive quasars at high redshift (z � 2)
that should have already gone through their major merger process
(e.g. Shen 2009). The physical origin of the candidate periodicity has
also been largely uncertain (e.g. Graham et al. 2015a; Charisi et al.
2018).

In this paper, we present a systematic search for periodically
variable quasars as candidates for mpc BSBHs in the GW-dominated
regime. We combine the newly obtained, highly sensitive imaging
from the Dark Energy Survey Supernova (DES-SN; Kessler et al.
2015) project with archival Sloan Digital Sky Survey Stripe 82
(SDSS-S82) data. The deep Dark Energy Survey (DES) imaging
allows us to search for periodic light curves in less luminous quasars
(down to r ∼23.5 mag) that are powered by the less massive and
more common SMBH populations at high redshift for the first
time.

Compared to previous studies, our candidates are expected to be
more robust, because DES has higher sensitivities (generally >2
mag deeper), and when combined with archival Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) data, a 2–5 times longer time baselines than previous
shallower surveys of larger area. Table 1 compares our work against
previous studies. The combination of DES and SDSS represents the
best data set among all currently available synoptic surveys in terms
of time baseline and sensitivity. High data quality is crucial both
for rejecting false positives and for recovering false negatives to
minimize the systematic error of detections.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our
observations, sample selection, and basic properties. We discuss
our data analysis method in Section 3. We then present our results
in Section 4, followed by light-curve modelling in Section 5 and
discussions of their implications in Section 6. Finally, we summarize
the main results and suggest directions for future work in Section 7.
A concordance �CDM cosmology with �m = 0.3, �� = 0.7, and
H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1 is assumed throughout. We use the AB
magnitude system (Oke 1974) unless otherwise noted.

2 O BSERVATI ONS, SAMPLE SELECTI ON, AND
SAMPLE PROPERTIES

2.1 Program Design: Combining the Dark Energy Survey with
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey

We combine the new DES-SN Year 6 (Y6) multicolour (griz) imaging
(spanning 2012–2019) with archival SDSS-S82 data (spanning
1998–2007). There is a 5-yr gap between SDSS-S82 and DES-SN.
This is being partially filled by publicly available archival data from
Catalina Real Time Transient Survey (CRTS; 2005-2013), Palomar
Transient Factory (PTF; 2009–2012), Panoramic Survey Telescope
and Rapid Response System (PS1) 3π survey (2009–2014), and/or
Zwicky Transient Facility (ZTF; 2017–present) for the brighter
quasars in the sample. The total time baseline extends ∼20 yr.

BSBHs with (total) masses of ∼108–109 M� at redshift z � 1 are
generally expected around the time of pre-decoupling (e.g. Kocsis &
Sesana 2011), i.e. when the GW inspiral time tgw > tvisc, where tvisc is
the viscous time-scale of the accretion disc. For a typical quasar at z

∼1, the baseline spans ∼10 yr (rest frame) to enclose �5 cycles for a
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Table 1. This work in comparison to previous studies. [1]: Graham et al. (2015b), [2]: Graham et al. (2015a), [3]: Zheng et al. (2016); [4]: Charisi et al. (2016);
[5]: Liu et al. (2015), [6]: Liu et al. (2016), [7]: Liu et al. (2019). While Liu et al. (2019) have presented follow-up observations that have extended the time
baseline for a few initial candidates, quoted here are values appropriate for the full parent sample. Cadence is the stated rate over time baseline without seasonal
gaps. Mean cadence is the average rate over total time baseline including seasonal gaps.

Program
Time

baseline
Telescope and

Aperture
Single-epoch 5σ

point-source depth Cadence
Mean

cadence
Area
(deg2) Band

CRTS[1], [2], [3] 9 yr MLS/CSS/SSS,
1.5m/0.7m/0.5m

∼20 (Vega) 7 d 13 d 33 000 V

PTF[4] 3.8 yr SOS, 1.2m 21.3, 20.6 (Vega) 5 d 3–50 d 2700 gR
PanSTARRS1
MD09[5], [6], [7]

4.2 yr Haleakala, 1.8m 22.0, 21.8, 21.5, 20.9, 19.7 (AB) 3 d 6 d 8 grizY

This Work
(DES + SDSS)

20 yr Blanco/APO,
4m/2.5m

24.3, 24.1, 23.5, 22.9 (AB)
for DES / 22.2, 22.2, 21.3,

20.5 (AB) for SDSS

7 d for DES / 4 d
for SDSS

35 d for
DES + SDSS

4.6 griz

period of �2 yr. A coverage of 3–5 cycles is generally recommended
to minimize false periodicity due to stochastic red noise variability
(Vaughan et al. 2016).

2.1.1 Dark Energy Survey

DES is a 6-yr (2013–2019, not counting Science Verification in 2012)
optical imaging survey of the Southern Hemisphere (Flaugher 2005;
Diehl et al. 2019). Using the Dark Energy Camera (DECam; Flaugher
et al. 2015) on the 4-m Blanco telescope at Cerro Tololo Inter-
American observatory, DES studies the properties of dark energy via
different probes such as type Ia supernovae, weak lensing, galaxy
clusters, and baryon acoustic oscillation. Images taken with DES
have been transferred to the National Center for Supercomputing
Applications for processing and release (Morganson et al. 2018).
The first DES public data release (DES DR1; Abbott et al. 2018)
contains single-epoch image, co-added images, co-added source
catalogues, and associated products collected over the first 3 yr of
DES operations. The second DES public data release (DES DR2) is
scheduled for 2021.

DES consists of two surveys – a wide-field survey of 5000 deg2

in grizY bands and a time-domain, also called SN field, survey of
∼30 deg2 with high cadences (∼7 d) in the griz bands. The typical
single-epoch 5σ depth for the wide field is 24.3, 24.1, 23.5, 22.9 mag
in the griz bands (Abbott et al. 2018). Sources in each exposure have
been calibrated using a forward modelling technique (Burke et al.
2018) and placed on the AB system (Oke & Gunn 1983). The single-
epoch photometric statistical precision is 7.3, 6.1, 5.9, 7.3 mmag in
the griz bands (Abbott et al. 2018).

Among the 10 DES-SN fields in the time-domain survey, two
(S1 and S2) are within the SDSS-S82 footprint. This 4.6 deg2

overlapping region between DES-SN and SDSS-S82 provides the
long time baseline needed for a high-fidelity search of periodic
light curves against a background of red noise stochastic quasar
variability.

2.1.2 Sloan Digital Sky Survey

The SDSS-S82 is an area of ∼300 deg2 on the Celestial Equator. The
SDSS imaging survey on Stripe 82 region were conducted by the 2.5-
m telescope at the Apache Point Observatory from 1998 September
to 2007 September with total epochs of ∼70–90 in the ugriz bands
(Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2007; Ivezić et al. 2007; Frieman et al.
2008). The typical single-epoch 5σ depth is 22.0, 22.2, 22.2, 21.3,
20.5 mag in the ugriz bands (Adelman-McCarthy et al. 2007). All

SDSS magnitudes have been calibrated to the AB magnitude system
(Abazajian et al. 2009) with photometric accuracy of ∼0.02–0.03
mag (Ivezić et al. 2007).

2.1.3 Supplementary Data from CRTS, PTF, PS1, and/or ZTF

We adopt archival data from other imaging surveys. These include
the CRTS (Drake et al. 2009), the PTF (Rau et al. 2009), PS1
(Chambers et al. 2016; Flewelling et al. 2016), and the ZTF (Masci
et al. 2019). They fill the cadence gap between SDSS and DES and
serve as independent double checks. We do not include them in our
baseline analysis, however, in view of systematic uncertainties due
to telescope system conversions (see Section 2.2.2).

The CRTS covers 500 million objects with V-band magnitudes
between 11.5 and 21.5 in an area of 33 000 deg2. The second
CRTS public data release contains data from the 7 yr of photometry
(2005−2013). The PTF observed between 2013 and 2015 with
the Samuel Oschin 48-inch telescope in 2 filters (gR) at Palomar
Observatory. The 3π Steradian Survey in PS1 covers the sky north
of −30 deg with 60 total epochs in the grizyP1 bands from 2009 to
2014. The mean 5σ depth of the single-epoch 3π Survey in grizyP1

is 22.0, 21.8, 21.5, 20.9, and 19.7 mag, respectively (Chambers et al.
2016). ZTF uses the Samuel Oschin 48-inch telescope and a new
camera with a 47 deg2 field of view to scan the northern sky to
median depths of g ∼20.8 mag and r ∼20.6 mag. The ZTF public
data release 1 contains observations spanning from 2018 March to
2018 December.

2.2 Quasar sample selection and sample properties

We start from the spectroscopically confirmed quasars compiled
from various quasar catalogues. These include the SDSS DR7 and
DR14 quasar catalogues (Schneider et al. 2010; Pâris et al. 2018),
the OzDES DR1 (Childress et al. 2017), and the Million quasar
catalogue (v6.2, 22 May 2019, Flesch 2015). We then cross-match the
spectroscopically confirmed quasars with the DES coadd catalogue
(Y3A1 COADD OBJECT SUMMARY) in the overlapping region
of DES-SN S1 and S2, and SDSS-S82.

To ensure the artefact-free DES sample, we require

(i) FLAGS {G,R,I,Z,Y} = 0, and
(ii) IMAFLAGS ISO {G,R,I,Z,Y} = 0.

Both parameters are produced by SEXTRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts
1996). FLAGS is an internal flag produced during the source extrac-
tion. IMAFLAGS ISO is an external flag containing the values of
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Figure 1. Distribution of the redshift and magnitude for the final parent
sample of 625 quasars (the filled circles and the solid lines) and the initial
sample of 763 quasars (the open circles and the dashed lines). The five
periodic quasar candidates, including J0252 reported in Liao et al. (2020),
are marked in the coloured symbols.

flag map pixels that overlap the isophotal area of a given detected
object. Both are used to reject saturated sources, blended sources, or
sources affected by bad pixels. Our initial selection has resulted in
763 spectroscopically confirmed quasars in the overlapping region
of DES-SN S1 and S2, and SDSS-S82.

2.2.1 Light-curve generation

We generate the DES light curves using the single-epoch photometry
between the scientific verification (SV) phase and Y6 from the Year
6 Annual release 1. We adopt the following selection criteria:

(i) FLAGS = 0, and
(ii) IMAGLAGS ISO = 0.

On average, 3.7 per cent of data points are rejected by the two
criteria listed above for each light curve. We use the forward global
calibration method (Burke et al. 2018) for photometric calibration.
We query the SDSS archival data base using Butler’s script1 for
downloading S82 light curves.

We require at least 50 DES epochs and 30 SDSS epochs in each of
at least two bands. The median total numbers of imaging epochs
in the final parent quasar sample are 80, 80, 79, 79 in the griz
bands from SDSS and 132, 138, 135, 140 in the griz bands from
DES. Our final quasar sample contains 625 quasars with sufficient
epochs. Fig. 1 shows the redshift and magnitude distributions of
the 625 quasars. We remove 5σ outliers from the running median
in the light curves in each band and bin the different observations
within the same Julian date to achieve a better signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR).

2.2.2 Magnitude conversion between different telescope systems

To stitch together the light curves from different telescope systems,
we estimate the magnitude correction using their transmission

1http://butler.lab.asu.edu/qso selection/index.html

curves. Since quasars may have different spectral energy distribu-
tions (SEDs), we estimate the magnitude correction based on the
individual quasar spectra. We assume that temporal colour variation
is negligible.

Among the 625 quasars, 619 have optical spectra from the SDSS
DR14. We convolve each quasar spectrum with the transmission
curves of DES and SDSS to calculate the synthetic magnitudes.
To minimize bias due to noise, we remove the data points with
and mask > 0 and reject 3σ outliers using running median with a
window size of 11 spectral pixels over the smoothed spectra. We
then calculate the magnitude difference in each band between two
systems to obtain the magnitude correction. The mean magnitude
correction of our sample from SDSS to DES is −0.029, −0.034,
−0.031, and −0.012 in the griz bands. The 1σ statistical errors are
also propagated to the SDSS measurements.

All light curves have been corrected to be on the DES system for
consistency. For the six quasars without SDSS spectra, we assume
the average magnitude correction factor from the other quasars with
available spectra.

3 ME T H O D A N D A NA LY S I S

3.1 Generalized Lomb–Scargle periodogram

The Lomb–Scargle periodogram (Scargle 1982) is widely used for
periodicity detection in unevenly sampled data. It is equivalent to
fitting sinusoidal waves in the form of asinωt + bcosωt. We adopt
the generalized Lomb–Scargle (GLS) periodogram (Zechmeister &
Kürster 2009) contained in the ASTROML package (Vanderplas et al.
2012). It provides more accurate frequency prediction. Compared
to the classic method, the GLS periodogram takes an offset and
weights (χ2 fit) into consideration. The searched frequency range of
GLS periodogram is from 1/0.75 yr−1 to 1/Tspan yr−1, where Tspan

is the time baseline, with uniform sampling steps equivalent to the
number of observations.

To select periodic quasars, instead of making a flat cut on the
normalized periodograms, we compare the power to those of the
simulated light curves (see Section 3.1.1) accounting for quasars’
stochastic red noise variability. We verify our results using the multi-
band Lomb–Scargle periodogram of VanderPlas & Ivezić (2015) and
the revised GLS periodogram method2 (GLSdeDRW) adopted by
Zheng et al. (2016). The multiband GLS yields consistent results with
those from the single-band GLS analysis. The revised GLS approach
verifies the periodic candidates but overestimates the significance of
the periodicity because of the white noise assumption adopted in
Zheng et al. (2016).

3.1.1 Simulating quasar light curves with tailored variability
properties

Quasar variability can be modelled as a continuous time first-
order autoregressive process [CAR(1); Kelly, Bechtold & Siemigi-
nowska 2009] or so-called damped random walk (DRW; MacLeod
et al. 2010) model. It is a random walk model added with a
correction term pushing the variation back to the mean value.
The CAR(1) model can be described by the following differential
equation:

dX(t) = − 1

τ
X(t)dt + σ

√
dtε(t) + bdt, (1)

2http://butler.lab.asu.edu/qso period/
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where X(t) is the quasar flux, τ is the relaxation time-scale, τσ 2/2 is
the variance, τb is the mean value, and ε(t) is a white noise process
with a Gaussian distribution.

We estimate the CAR(1) model parameters using a maximum-
likelihood method. Following Kelly et al. (2009), we construct
the likelihood function p(x1, ..., xi|b, σ , τ ) where xi is the quasar
flux at epoch i. We estimate the characteristic time-scale and
variance directly in the time domain because the anomalous power
due to uneven sampled seasonal gaps and cadences might bias
the parameter fitting. We then employ the Bayesian approach to
obtain the posterior distribution for b, σ , and τ using a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method with the EMCEE package.
We adopt a non-informative prior (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013).
We burn the first half chains and exclude the top 5 per cent and
bottom 5 per cent parameters to avoid biases from initial posi-
tion of walkers. We generate 50 000 simulated light curves by
integrating equation (1) with the parameters b, σ , and τ drawn
from the posterior distribution. The simulated light curves are then
matched to the real observing cadence with measurement errors
injected.

3.1.2 Statistical significance of periodicity

We estimate the statistical significance of any periodicity detected
in the GLS periodograms using the simulated light curves with
tailored variability properties. We calculate the significance value at
each given frequency bin. We select candidates with >99.74 per cent
significance in at least two bands. We reject any candidate periodicity
detected at <500 d to remove artefacts due to seasonal gaps and
cadences aliasing. We request that the light curve time baseline
covers at least three cycles to minimize false positives due to quasars’
stochastic red noise variability (Vaughan et al. 2016).

To reject spurious detections caused by noise, we fit a sinusoidal
model whose frequency corresponds to the highest GLS peak at
>99.74 per cent significance and calculate the SNR (ξ ) of the peak
power from the amplitude of the best-fitting model (A0) and the
scatter of the residuals (σ r) after subtracting the sinusoidal model.
The SNR is defined as ξ = A2

0/(2σ 2
r ) (Horne & Baliunas 1986). We

require ξ > 0.5, which means that the signal should be higher than
the noise level.

3.1.3 Other models for quasar stochastic variability

Previous work has found deviations from the DRW model on both
short (<1 d) and long (>decades) time-scales (e.g. Simm et al. 2016;
Caplar, Lilly & Trakhtenbrot 2017; Guo et al. 2017; Smith et al.
2018). In particular, studies based on Kepler light curves suggest that
a bending power-law (BPL) model is needed to explain quasar light
curve power spectra at the high-frequency end where f � 1/10 d−1

(e.g. Mushotzky et al. 2011; Edelson et al. 2013, 2014).
To check for systematic uncertainties due to the adopted DRW

model assumption, we redo the analysis using simulated light curves
generated assuming the BPL model. We adopt a power spectrum
index of −3 for f > 1/10 d−1 and keep the DRW model for f
< 1/10 d−1 using PYLCSIM.3 We have verified that our candidate
periodic quasars are robust independent of the model chosen for
the simulated light curves. The significance defers by <0.2 per cent
between the DRW and BPL assumptions. Our results suggest that

3http://pabell.github.io/pylcsim/html/index.html

Table 2. Summary of the numbers of candidate periodic quasars that satisfy
the cumulative selection criteria.

Selection criterion Number of quasars

Parent sample 625
1. >99.74 per cent in GLS periodograms 14
2. S/N ratio ξ > 0.5 7
3. Consistent period in ACF 5

for the periodicity window considered (i.e. 500 d–∼6 yr), the DRW
model is appropriate to model the stochastic component of the
variability.

The CAR(2, 1) model (Kelly et al. 2014), i.e. a damped harmonic
oscillator, is often used to describe a periodic signal (Graham et al.
2015a; Moreno et al. 2019). We have tested that the significance of
the periodic signal decreases if we assume the CAR(2, 1) model for
the ‘stochastic’ component instead of a DRW. However, this further
supports that the light curve is indeed periodic. We choose DRW
to describe the stochastic component in our baseline noise models
in order to separate it from any additional periodic component.
The DRW model is more appropriate than CAR(2,1) in describing
the stochastic variability for the general quasar population, i.e. the
majority of our parent quasar sample.

3.2 Autocorrelation function analysis

We verify the periodic quasar candidates selected using the GLS
periodograms with autocorrelation function (ACF) analysis. ACF,
which calculates the correlation of a signal with a delayed copy of
itself, is commonly used for identifying periodic signals in time
series. We adopt the z-transformed discrete correlation function
(ZDCF; Alexander 1997) method. It does not require smooth light
curves and provides errors on the estimates.

The signal from periodically driven stochastic systems is expected
to be an exponentially decaying cosine function (Jung 1993). We fit
the ACF with the exponentially decaying cosine function:

ACF(τ ) = Acos(ωτ )exp(−λτ ), (2)

where τ is the time lag, ω is the frequency, and λ is the decay rate.
We request that the best-fitting ACF period is consistent with the
GLS-periodogram-determined period, where the period difference is
within 1σ in at least two bands.

4 R ESULTS

4.1 Candidate periodically variable quasars

Using the method described in Section 3, we select five candidate
periodically variable quasars from a parent sample of 625.
They are J024613.89−004028.2, J024703.24−010032.0,
J024944.66−000036.8, J025214.67−002813.7, and
J025406.26+002753.7 (hereafter J0246, J0247, J0249, J0252,
and J0254 for short). We refer to them as ‘candidate’ since there
may be up to two false positives among the five due to noise
(discussed below in Section 4.2). Table 2 summarizes the numbers
of candidates that satisfy each selection criterion. Table 3 lists the
basic properties of the five candidate periodic quasars. Among the
five candidates, Liao et al. (2020) has presented the case of J0252
as the most significant candidate and the first known case whose
light-curve characteristics strongly prefer hydrodynamic variability.
We focus on the other four candidates for the rest of this paper.
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Table 3. Basic properties of the five candidate periodic quasars. While J0252 has been presented by Liao et al. (2020), we include it here for completeness.
Listed from left to right are the source name in J2000 coordinates, spectroscopic redshift from the SDSS quasar catalogue (Pâris et al. 2018), the co-added
imaging PSF magnitudes in the griz bands, the total numbers of SDSS and DES observations in the griz bands, the estimated virial BH masses and their 1σ

statistical uncertainty (see Section 4.3 for details), the estimated binary separation, the inferred gravitational wave inspiral time-scale assuming q = 0.11, and
the estimated 3σ upper limit of the radio loudness R (see Section 6.5.1 for details) .

Name Redshift mg mr mi mz Ng Nr Ni Nz log( MBH
M� ) rsep (pc) tgw (yr) R

J024613.89−004028.2 1.736 22.60 22.53 22.37 22.29 192 192 203 198 8.74 ± 0.07 0.0043 1.7 × 104 <100
J024703.24−010032.0 2.525 20.55 20.33 20.21 19.93 201 212 216 221 8.60 ± 0.02 0.0043 3.5 × 104 <17
J024944.66−000036.8 1.295 21.40 21.04 21.01 21.00 214 223 224 223 9.00 ± 0.04 0.0060 8.5 × 103 <37
J025214.67−002813.7 1.530 21.01 20.60 20.45 20.47 212 223 222 227 8.40 ± 0.10 0.0044 1.5 × 105 <14
J025406.26+002753.7 1.765 21.07 20.80 20.50 20.37 218 226 223 225 8.92 ± 0.04 0.0058 1.5 × 104 <19

Fig. 2 shows the SDSS and DES light curves and the GLS
periodograms of the four candidate periodic quasars. By combining
SDSS and DES, the total time baseline spans more than four cycles of
the candidate periodicity. Table 4 lists the periodicity measurements
for all four candidates in the griz bands, as well as the ACF periods
and multiband GLS periodogram. Fig. 2 also shows archival light
curves from publicly available data. While the sensitivities are lower,
these archival data provide independent verification of the baseline
observations from the SDSS and DES and partially fill their cadence
gaps. The GLS periodograms show that the four candidate periodic
quasars have observed periodicity of ∼3–5 yr (corresponding to rest
frame ∼1–2 yr).

In addition to the most significant periodogram peaks, two of
the four candidates (i.e. J0249 and J0254) also show significant
periodogram peaks at observed ∼1.5 yr that are just above our
500 d threshold. It is difficult to assess the robustness of these 1.5-
yr periodogram peaks; the other two candidates also show weak
1.5-yr peaks suggesting that they may be subject to the aliasing
effects caused by the cadence and seasonal gaps. We proceed
focusing our discussion on the ∼3–5 (observed) yr periodicity
detection.

4.2 Statistical significance of the candidate periodic quasars as
a population

We find five candidate periodic quasars in a sample of 625 spectro-
scopically confirmed quasars in a 4.6 deg2 field. To understand the
statistical significance of these periodic candidates as a population,
we calculate the global false alarm probability (FAP) taking into
account the ‘look-elsewhere effect’ (e.g. Gross & Vitells 2010).
We estimate the approximate FAP using the effective number of
independent frequencies Neff, where Neff is calculated by dividing
the observed frequency window fobs (ranging from ∼1/7 yr−1 to
1/500 d−1 for the five candidates) by the expected peak width, δf. We
estimate δf from the peaks of the candidates, which are ∼0.20 yr−1.
The FAP is estimated as (e.g. VanderPlas 2018)

FAP ∼ 1 − [Psingle]Neff . (3)

Under the GLS periodogram selection criterion only,
Psingle = 99.74 per cent and Neff ∼3, we therefore expect to see ∼five
false positives from a sample of 625 with an FAP ∼ 0.8 per cent.
However, we find 14 candidates that satisfy the GLS periodogram
selection criterion (Table 2), which are significantly more than
the expected five. This suggests that we are not just seeing noise
in the detected candidates. Since we have also adopted two other
selection criteria (the ACF and the SNR), the expected number of
false positives should be fewer than five and the expected FAP by
combining all three criteria should be <5/14. We therefore estimate

that up to ∼5/14 of the five periodic candidates (i.e. ∼two objects)
may be false positives caused by red noise.

We also empirically estimate the global FAP using the 50 000
simulated light curves for each quasar following Barth & Stern
(2018). This global FAP combines all three tests and takes into
account the look-elsewhere effect (Gross & Vitells 2010) by counting
for all possible false positives within the searched frequency range.
Table 2 lists the empirically estimated global p-value for each
candidate. The expected number of false positives estimated using
the global FAP is ∼1.2 ± 0.6 (adopting the band with the most
significant detection for each candidate), which is similar to our
other estimate as discussed above.

4.3 Black hole mass estimation

All four candidate periodic quasars have optical spectra available
in the SDSS DR16 (Ahumada et al. 2020) data archive. They were
all observed using the BOSS spectrograph by the SDSS-III/BOSS
(Dawson et al. 2013) or SDSS-IV/eBOSS survey (Dawson et al.
2016). The BOSS spectra cover observed wavelength range of 3650–
10 400 Å with a spectral resolution of R =1850–2200.

To measure the broad emission lines for virial black hole mass
estimate, we fit the SDSS spectra following the procedures described
in Shen & Liu (2012) using the code PYQSOFIT (Guo, Shen & Wang
2018; Shen et al. 2019). The spectral model consists of a power-law
continuum, a pseudo-continuum constructed from the Fe II emission
templates, and single or multiple Gaussian components for the
narrow and broad emission lines. We also fit a broken power-law
model to the continuum to obtain the separate spectral index αν at
each band for the Doppler boosting hypothesis test (see Section 5.2
below). Fig. 3 shows the SDSS spectra and our best-fitting models
of the four candidate periodic quasars.

Since the size of the broad line region (BLR) is likely to be much
larger than the expected binary separation, the BLR gas would see a
binary black hole as a single source. We estimate the total BH mass
using the single-epoch estimator assuming the BLR gas clouds are
virialized (Shen 2013). The virial BH mass is estimated by

log10

(
MBH

M�

)
= a + b log10

(
λLλ

1044 erg s−1

)
+2 log10

(
FWHM

km s−1

)
,

(4)

where Lλ is the monochromatic continuum luminosity at the wave-
length λ, full width at half-maximum of the broad emission line,
and the coefficients a and b are empirically calibrated against local
AGNs with reverberation mapping masses and internally with other
lines. We adopt Mg II λ2800 as the primary BH mass estimator and
C IV λ1549 as the secondary estimator if Mg II λ2800 is not covered
or too noisy. Mg II λ2800 is generally considered to be more reliable
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than C IV λ1549 for BH mass estimation (Shen 2013), given that
C IV λ1549 is likely to be more affected by outflows and the larger
scatter between C IV λ1549 and Hβ masses observed in high-redshift
quasars (Shen & Liu 2012). We adopt the calibration coefficients a
and b by Vestergaard & Peterson (2006) and Vestergaard & Osmer
(2009). Table 3 lists the virial BH mass estimates and their 1σ

statistical errors for the four candidate periodic quasars.

5 L I G H T- C U RV E M O D E L L I N G

5.1 Light-curve model comparison and parameter estimation

We have selected five candidate periodic quasars in which the
periodicity is unlikely to be caused by stochastic red noise based

on the GLS periodograms calibrated using tailored simulations. The
periodic signals found in the GLS periodograms and ACF analysis
may have various origins. We focus our discussion on the binary
scenario first.

The shape of the light curves may offer important clues to the
physical origin of any periodicity. A sinusoidal shape is expected
from Doppler boosting (e.g. D’Orazio et al. 2015b; Charisi et al.
2018), whereas a more bursty, sawtooth pattern is expected from
hydrodynamic variability of circumbinary accretion (Farris et al.
2014; Duffell et al. 2020).

As an alternative test, here we compare different light-curve
models to assess if an additional periodic signal is needed to
explain the light curve on top of a stochastic background. We
adopt a maximum-likelihood approach for the model comparison

Figure 2. – Continued.
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Figure 2. Multiband light curves (left column) and the GLS periodograms (right column) of the four candidate periodic quasars. Left: New DES observations
are shown as the coloured circles. The archival SDSS data (corrected to be on the DES system) are shown as the coloured squares. The grey symbols denote
other publicly available archival data (CRTS data as the crosses, PS1 data as the stars, and PTF/ZTF data as the diamonds). The error bars represent 1σ statistical
uncertainties. The dashed curves represent best-fitting sinusoidal models for illustration purposes only. The residual (i.e. data model) is not supposed to be
white noise because of quasars’ intrinsic red noise stochastic variability. Right: The thick curves in colour show the GLS periodogram, whereas the thin curves
show their 1σ errors estimated from Bootstrap re-sampling. The black curves represent the 68.27 per cent, 95.45 per cent, 99.00 per cent, 99.74 per cent, and
99.99 per cent significance levels calculated from 50 000 mock light curves simulated using DRW models with tailored variability parameters for each quasar. The
small periods at <500 d and the large periods with fewer than three cycle covered by the time baseline of the observations are excluded (the grey-shaded regions)
from our periodicity detection. The blue-shaded regions indicate the periodicity uncertainty estimated using ranges above the >99.74 per cent significance.

and parameter estimation. We use the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC), which is defined as

BIC = −2 ln(L) + k ln(N ), (5)

where L is the likelihood function, k is the number of free model
parameters, and N is the number of data points. The likelihood

function is given by

L ∝ det |C|− 1
2 exp

[
− 1

2
(Xi − Mi)

(
C−1

)
ij

(Xj − Mj )

]
, (6)

where C is the co-variance matrix, Xi is the observed flux, and Mi

is the model flux at the observation time ti. The co-variance matrix
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2254 Y.-C. Chen et al.

Figure 3. SDSS/BOSS optical spectra of the four candidate periodic quasars. Shown are the data (black), the 1σ rms error (grey), the best-fitting model (orange),
the Fe II pseudo-continuum (yellow), and the broken power-law model for the emission-line- and Fe II-subtracted continuum (with the griz bands plotted in
blue, green, red, and magenta, respectively).

includes a correlated red noise for the stochastic red noise variability.
It is given by

Cij =
⎧⎨
⎩

σ 2
i + σ 2, if i = j

σ 2 exp

[
−|ti−tj |

τ

]
, otherwise

, (7)

where σ i is the 1σ measurement error at the observation time ti,
τ is the correlation time, and σ 2 is the variance. The off-diagonal
terms correspond to a correlated red noise. The null hypothesis is a
correlated red noise with a flat amplitude, the correlation time τ , and
the variance σ 2, which is equivalent to a DRW model.

Similar to Liao et al. (2020), we consider two physically different
models for the periodic signal. One is a smooth sinusoidal model
and the other is a more bursty sawtooth-pattern model predicted by
circumbinary accretion disc simulations with a binary mass ratios of
q = 0.11 from Farris et al. (2014). The light-curve models of Farris
et al. (2014) were generated from 2D hydrodynamical simulations
of circumbinary disc accretion using the finite-volume code DISCO

(Duffell 2016). DISCO solves the 2D viscous Navier–Stokes equations
on a high-resolution moving mesh, which reduces the advection
error compared to that from a fixed mesh. The Farris et al. (2014)
model was the first 2D study including the inner cavity, using shock-
capturing thin discs over the viscous time-scales. The simulations
last longer than a viscous time so that the solutions represent a quasi-
steady accretion state. We adopt the mass ratio q = 0.11 because it
represents a characteristic regime in the light-curve behaviors (see fig.
9 of Farris et al. 2014) where a strong peak is seen in the periodograms

corresponding to the orbital frequency of an overdense lump in the
accretion disc. We do not attempt to further discriminate between
models of different mass ratios in view of significant uncertainties
in both the models and the data. We assume constant mass-to-light
ratio, though we acknowledge that the relation between observed
luminosity and the accretion rate is not a simple mapping and is
subject to more complicated factors such as radiative transfer.

The sinusoidal model has six free parameters: the red noise
amplitude, the red noise correlation time, period, phase, amplitude,
and average flux. The bursty model also has six free parameters:
the red noise amplitude, the red noise correlation time, period,
phase shift, amplitude of variation, and the flux zero-point. The pure
stochastic red noise model (i.e. the null hypothesis) has three free
parameters: the red noise amplitude, the red noise correlation time,
and the mean flux. A lower BIC value indicates that the model is
preferred. The proportional constant in equation (6) is set to unity.

Based on calculating the BIC differences, Liao et al. (2020) have
shown for the case of J0252 that the periodic models are strongly
preferred over a purely stochastic red noise model; a more bursty
model is also preferred over a smooth sinusoidal model expected
from Doppler boosting. This points to circumbinary accretion disc
variability as the physical origin for driving the periodicity seen in
J0252.

Table 4 lists the BIC differences between the two periodic models
and the null hypothesis (a pure DRW model) for the four candidate
periodic quasars presented in this paper. Among the four candidates,
J0246 has consistently negative BIC differences for both periodic
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Candidate periodic quasars from DES + SDSS 2255

models compared to the null hypothesis in all bands. In particular, the
BIC differences in the iz bands are <−10, suggesting strong evidence
that the periodic models are preferred over a pure stochastic model.
The BIC differences between the two periodic models are small,
showing no preference for either periodic model.

For the other three candidates (i.e. J0247, J0249, and J0254), the
BIC differences are small, which shows that the two periodic models
are not preferred over the pure stochastic model. While this may
seem at odds with our conclusion based on the GLS periodograms,
it may be a result of the limitation of the specific periodic models
we have considered. The two given periodic models may not best
describe the periodic features seen in our candidates, besides, more
free parameters in the periodic models will also have higher penalty
in the BIC calculation. The best-fitting BIC thus might not always
favour the two periodic models for our candidates. We cannot rule
out the possibility that the data may prefer other forms of periodic
models over a pure stochastic model or even other forms of stochastic
model.

5.2 Testing the doppler boost hypothesis

For a binary black hole in a circular orbit, the emission from the
secondary black hole will vary due to Doppler boosting. We can test if
the periodicity may be caused by Doppler boosting by quantifying the
frequency-dependent variability amplitudes (D’Orazio et al. 2015b;
Charisi et al. 2018). For an object moving relativistically, assuming
the emitted radiation has a power-law spectrum Fν ∝ ναν , where Fν

is the spectral flux density at frequency ν and αν is the spectral index,
the observed flux is related to the emitted flux as

F obs
ν = D3−αν F em

ν , (8)

where

D = 1

γ
(
1 − v‖/c

) , γ =
√

1 − (
v

c
)2, (9)

c is the speed of light, v is the orbital velocity, and v‖ is the line-of-
sight velocity.

For a binary in a circular orbit, to the first-order approximation,
the variability due to relativistic Doppler boost is

Fν

Fν

= (3 − αν)
v

c
cos φ sin i , (10)

where v is the orbital velocity of the more luminous black hole
(typically the less massive black hole, with the primary black hole
contributes negligible flux), i is the inclination angle of orbital plane
to the line of sight (i = 0 is face-on and i = π /2 is edge-on), and φ is
the phase angle. We take the orbital separation to be constant during
the observations, since the observing time is much smaller than the
coalescence time-scale of the binary.

The relative amplitude of the periodic signal between different
bands is given by

Ai

Aj

= 3 − αi

3 − αj

, (11)

where A is the amplitude of the periodic signal, and i and j denote
two optical bands. By comparing the observed amplitude ratios from
multiband light curves with the theoretical values, we can test the
Doppler boost hypothesis.

Table 4 lists the multiband spectral indices αν from fitting a
broken power-law model to the SDSS continuum spectrum and
the variability amplitudes from the best-fitting sinusoidal model.
Although αν could be itself variable due to variability, we assume

Figure 4. Observed frequency-dependent variability amplitude ratios com-
pared with the expected values from the Doppler boost model. Different
colours represent different combinations of band pairs. The black lines
represent the one-to-one relation. The error bars denote 1σ uncertainties.
See Section 5.2 for details.

that it is roughly constant in optical. Fig. 4 shows the observed
multiband variability amplitude ratios compared to the theoretical
values expected from Doppler boost model. In three of the four
candidates (J0247, J0249, and J0254), the observed values show
deviations from the expected values at the �2σ level in at least two
band pairs with p-values of 0.189, 0.013, and 0.113. In J0246, the
observed values are generally consistent with those expected from
Doppler boost.

Fig. 5 shows the allowed parameter space for the Doppler boost
model to explain the observed multiband variability amplitudes
(Table 4). The parameters considered are the total black hole mass
MBH, binary orbital inclination angle i, the fraction of the total
emission from the secondary black hole f2, and the mass ratio q.
Our other fiducial parameters are the rest frame orbital period Porb

= PGLS/(1 + z) and αν in griz bands (Table 4).
For J0246, while the observed frequency-dependent variability

amplitudes are generally consistent with the expected values under
the Doppler boost hypothesis (Fig. 4), there is almost no allowed
parameter space unless the following conditions are all met: 1.
The virial black mass is significantly underestimated, even after
considering a 0.4-dex systematic error (e.g. Shen 2013), 2. A
high fraction (e.g. > 80 per cent) of the total emission is from the
secondary black hole fueled by its mini accretion disc, and 3. The
binary system is close to being an edge-on view. For the other
three quasars, the observed multiband variability amplitudes are
generally consistent with the expected values under the Doppler
boost hypothesis, although there is a stringent requirement on the
allowed parameter space.

Liao et al. (2020) have tested the Doppler boost hypothesis for
J0252. They suggest that the Doppler boost model is disfavoured for
J0252 based on both the frequency-dependent variability amplitude
ratios and the multiband variability amplitudes.

In summary, there is evidence against the Doppler boost hypothesis
in all five periodic candidates in our parent sample based on the
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2256 Y.-C. Chen et al.

Figure 5. Doppler boost model parameter space estimates for the four candidate periodic quasars. The four sub-panels for each quasar represent griz bands. The
dashed (shaded) contours denote f2 = 1.0 (f2 = 0.8), where f2 is defined as the fraction of the total emission from the secondary black hole. Different colours
represents different mass ratios with q = 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2 for blue, green, orange, and red, respectively. The black vertical line with the grey-shaded region
shows the virial mass estimated from SDSS spectra (Fig. 3) and its 1σ statistical error. The orbital inclination angle i = 90◦ for an edge-on view and i = 0◦ for
a face-on view.

observed frequency-dependent variability amplitude ratios (Fig. 4)
and/or the multiband variability amplitudes (Fig. 5).

6 D ISCUSSION

6.1 Comparison with previous systematic searches of candidate
periodic quasars

Previous optical light curve studies have found ∼150 candidate
periodic quasars (Valtonen et al. 2008; Graham et al. 2015b; Charisi
et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2016; Li et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019). We
compare our results with those from systematic searches based on
large time-domain surveys.

Graham et al. (2015b) have found 111 candidate periodic quasars
out of 243 500 spectroscopically confirmed quasars in 33 000 deg2

from the CRTS. They have adopted wavelet and ACF methods for the
periodicity detection. They have requested >1.5 cycles to be covered
by a total time baseline of 9 yr. Although Graham et al. (2015a) had
tailored simulation with 1000 mock DRW curves for the source PG
1302–102, due to the large size of the parent quasar sample, Graham
et al. (2015b) have only produced one realization of simulated light

curves for the whole sample to quantify the statistical significance
of the periodicity detection. A major difference between our current
work and Graham et al. (2015b) is that we have used a large set of
simulated light curves with tailored variability parameters for each
individual quasar to quantify the significance of periodicity detection.

Zheng et al. (2016) have found one candidate periodic quasar out
of a sample of 347 spectroscopically confirmed quasars in the SDSS-
S82 based on light curves from the CRTS. They have adopted the
GLSdeDRW and ACF methods for the period detection. While based
on the same set of light curves from CRTS, the candidate identified
by Zheng et al. (2016) was not selected by Graham et al. (2015b) as
a periodic quasar. This suggests that different periodicity detection
methods and different approaches to quantify the significance of any
periodicity could lead to contrasting results based on the same data.

Charisi et al. (2016) have discovered 33 candidate periodic quasars
out of 35 383 spectroscopically confirmed quasars in ∼3000 deg2

from the PTF. They have adopted the LS periodogram for periodicity
detection. They have requested >1.5 cycles to be covered by a total
time baseline of ∼4 yr. As noted by Vaughan et al. (2016), many
candidate periodic quasars of Charisi et al. (2016) have small (i.e.
yearly) periods that are subject to aliasing effects caused by the
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Candidate periodic quasars from DES + SDSS 2257

low cadence and seasonal gaps in the light curves. Unlike Charisi
et al. (2016), we have removed any periodicity detection with periods
<500 d to minimize such artefacts.

Liu et al. (2019) have initially identified 26 candidate periodic
quasars from ∼9000 photometrically selected quasars in ∼50 deg2

from the PS1 Medium Deep survey. They have requested >1.5 cycles
to be covered by a total time baseline of ∼4 yr. Their re-analysis of the
initial 26 candidates based on follow-up observations with extended
time baselines have shown only one significant candidate periodic
quasar. Instead of continued monitoring only for the initial periodic
candidates selected based on the shorter baseline light curves, a
more proper way should be to follow-up the entire parent sample
for extended time baselines, because the initial periodic candidates
could have all been false positives to begin with. In addition, only by
following up the full parent sample can one be able to recover false
negatives which could have been missed in the original selection.
Finally, the quoted total numbers of cycles in the Liu et al. (2019) re-
analysis seem to be large at face value because the quoted ‘periods’
were determined from the shorter baseline light curves, producing
a misleadingly large number of ‘cycles’ covered. A more proper
reference of the number of cycles covered should have been based
on the periods determined using the extended light curves.

Our detection rate is five out of 625, or ∼0.8+0.5
−0.3 per cent assuming

1σ Poisson error. This is ∼4–80 times higher than those found in
previous studies at face value (∼0.01–0.2 per cent; Graham et al.
2015b; Charisi et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2019).
An important factor that may explain the apparent difference in the
detection rates found in our work compared to previous results is
that our sample is probing a different quasar population than those
studied in previous work.

Fig. 6 shows the redshift versus magnitude of our candidate
periodic quasars compared to those found in previous work. It
demonstrates that our candidates are significantly fainter than those
found from previous shallower surveys in larger areas. Fig. 6 also
shows the redshift versus BH mass estimates of our candidate
periodic quasars compared to those found in previous work. The BH
masses of our candidate periodic quasars are systematically smaller
than those found by previous work at similar redshift. At similar BH
masses (with MBH ∼ 108.4–109.0 M�), our candidate periodic quasars
are at larger redshifts (z ∼ 2) than those found by previous work (z
∼ 0.7).

One possible explanation for the significantly higher detection
rate of candidate periodic quasars in our sample – assuming they are
caused by BSBHs – is that these less massive BHs (with MBH ∼
108.4–109.0 M�) are still in the process of merging at redshift z ∼2,
whereas the most massive BHs (with MBH ∼ 109–1010 M�) probed
by previous studies have already gone through their major merger
process by z ∼2 due to cosmic ‘downsizing’ in the evolution of
SMBHs (e.g. Shen 2009). At similar BH masses, the significantly
higher detection fraction of periodic quasars found in our sample may
be interpreted as the redshift evolution of the fraction of BSBHs,
i.e. the binary fraction is larger at higher redshifts at a fixed BH
mass consistent with theoretical expectations (e.g. Kelley et al.
2019).

Another possible reason to explain the apparent discrepancy is
the differences in the quality of the light-curve data of these various
studies. While our parent sample size is smaller, which means that
the statistical error of our detection rate is larger, the systematic
uncertainty of our estimate is likely to be smaller, given that our
data have longer time baselines and higher sensitivities. Higher data
quality is more helpful not only for rejecting false positives but also
for recovering false negatives.

Figure 6. Top: Redshift versus optical magnitude of the four periodically
variable quasars compared to those found by previous works (Graham et al.
2015a,b; Charisi et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2019; Liao et al.
2020). Our candidate periodic quasars are significantly fainter than those
found from previous shallower surveys in larger areas. Bottom: Redshift
versus BH mass estimate. Our candidate periodic quasars are systematically
less massive (with MBH ∼ 108.4–109.0 M�) than those found by previous
work at similar redshifts (with MBH ∼ 109–1010 M�). At similar BH masses
(with MBH ∼ 108.4–109.0 M�), our candidate periodic quasars are at larger
redshifts (z ∼ 2) than those found by previous work (z ∼ 0.7).

Finally, we also have relatively more stringent selection criteria
by requesting at least three cycles to be spanned by the observations
(Table 1) and using complementary selection criteria (Table 2),
although this would have made our detection rate lower not higher
than other estimates with everything else being equal.

In summary, we conclude that the differences in the quasar
populations being probed and the quality of the light-curve data
are likely to be the dominating factors to explain the different
detection rates of candidate periodic quasars in our sample compared
to previous estimates.

6.2 Comparison with theoretical predictions

Combining the results of Liao et al. (2020) and this paper, we have
detected five candidate periodic quasars from a parent sample of 625
in a 4.6 deg2 field. This corresponds to a detection rate of ∼8+5

−3 per
103 quasars or ∼1.1+0.7

−0.5 per deg2. As discussed in Section 6.5, there
are alternative explanations for the observed periodicity and so our
detection rate is an upper limit of the rate of BSBHs. Nevertheless, for
the simplicity of discussion, we compare our observed detection rate
to theoretical predictions of BSBHs assuming all candidate periodic
quasars in our sample were caused by BSBHs.
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Haiman, Kocsis & Menou (2009) have considered circumbinary
accretion and disc-binary interactions to model the orbital decay of
BSBHs. According to fig. 8 of Haiman et al. (2009) assuming the
i-band limit of ∼23.0 mag reached by our parent sample, we estimate
�100 BSBHs in 2.7 × 102 deg2 with an observed period of tvar = 60
weeks, which corresponds to �2 BSBHs in the 4.6 deg2 field. Due
to the limitation in the light curve time baseline and cadence, our
detection window is between 500 d (to minimize aliasing effects)
and ∼ 6 yr (i.e. from the >3 cycles criterion), which is ∼1–5 times
that of the assumed 60 week variability period (tvar) . Our observed
detection rate is ∼2 times higher than but is broadly consistent
with the theoretical rate predicted by Haiman et al. (2009) given
uncertainties.

Volonteri et al. (2009) have studied the cosmic evolution of BSBHs
using a Monte Carlo merger tree method and have traced the growth
and dynamical history of BSBHs from high redshift. These authors
have estimated 5–10 sub-pc BSBHs at z < 0.7 in a sample of 104

quasars. The rate may be a factor of 5–10 larger at z > 1. However,
the orbital time-scale being considered is much longer than the
periodicity that our search focuses since they consider the sub-pc
population instead of the mpc population.

Graham et al. (2015b) also provided the expected binary number
of ∼450 in a survey sky coverage of 2π ster with a detectable range of
rest frame orbital periods from 20–300 weeks, a limiting magnitude
of V∼20 and a redshift range of 0–4.5; it corresponds to an expected
rate of 0.1 for 4.6 deg2. Given our limiting r-band magnitude of 23 is
three times deeper, the expected number should be in the same order
of magnitude as our detection rate of 5 in 4.6 deg2.

Kelley et al. (2019) have used a combination of cosmological
simulations, semi-analytical binary merger models, and observed
AGN properties to calculate the expected detection rate of periodic
quasars. They have predicted 20 (from Doppler boost) and 100
(from hydrodynamic variability) BSBHs to be identified after 5 yr
of the Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST). Assuming the r-
band limit of ∼23.5 mag reached in our parent sample (Fig. 1), we
estimate 
80 BSBHs in the full sky of ∼30 000 deg2 with observed
periods between 0.5 and 5.0 yr according to fig. 7 of Kelley et al.
(2019). The predicted detection rate is ∼2.6 × 10−3 deg−2, which is
∼400 times smaller than our detection rate. However, this is not a
fair comparison because the numbers quoted above as predicted by
Kelley et al. (2019) are appropriate for calculating the cumulative
detection rate for an all-sky survey. Since we adopt a deep survey
over a small area, our sample is dominated by the more common
fainter quasars at high redshift (z ∼ 2). As a result, we should
compare with the differential detection rate (which is a function
of redshift and BH mass) appropriate for the quasar populations (i.e.
less massive ones at high redshift) in our sample. This difference
between the cumulative and differential detection rates is the same
reason that likely explains the apparent discrepancy between our
detection rate and those from previous shallower surveys over larger
areas as discussed above (Section 6.1).

In addition, as cautioned by Kelley et al. (2019), the theoretical
rate is still subject to unconstrained model assumptions. For example,
the merger time-scale as a function of binary separation is highly
uncertain due to the lack of a self-consistent treatment of the accretion
and dynamical evolution of BSBHs (e.g. Dotti, Sesana & Decarli
2012) in a cosmological context. It is also noted that our periodicity
detection might not be complete for the periodic quasars with small
amplitudes or close to the survey depth. However, to fully address
this question, it requires detailed simulation and is beyond the scope
of this paper.

Finally, Kelley et al. (2019) have estimated that 1/6 of the periodic
quasars from BSBHs would be caused by Doppler boost, whereas
5/6 would be due to circumbinary accretion variability. Liao et al.
(2020) has shown for the case of J0252 that circumbinary accretion
variability is strongly preferred over Doppler boost based on both BIC
analysis of the light-curve model fitting and the frequency-dependent
variability amplitude tests. For the other four candidate periodic
quasars, our BIC analyses of the light-curve model fittings do not
show a strong preference for circumbinary accretion variability over
Doppler boost. For our four candidates, the Doppler boost hypothesis
is disfavoured based on the frequency-dependent variability ampli-
tude ratios and/or the multiband variability amplitudes (Section 5.2).
While we still cannot rule out Doppler boost as a possible origin for
the observed periodicity in the five candidate periodic quasars, we
do find tentative evidence that it is not the dominant mechanism for
driving the periodicity seen in the majority of our sample, which is
consistent with the prediction of Kelley et al. (2019).

6.3 Implications for the final-parsec problem and gravitational
waves

Table 3 lists the estimated binary separations assuming that the binary
is in a circular orbit and that the orbital period equals the observed
light curve periodicity as expected for circumbinary accretion disc
variability with a mass ratio of q = 0.11 (Farris et al. 2014). If these
candidate periodic quasars were indeed caused by BSBHs, then the
inferred mpc-scale binary separations imply that the systems would
have already passed the ‘final-parsec’ barrier (Begelman et al. 1980).

The GW strain amplitude of a circular binary in the quadrupole
approximation can be expressed as

h0 = 4G

c2

Mc

DL

(
G

c3
2πforbMc

)2/3

, (12)

where the chirp mass is

Mc =
[

q

(q + 1)2

]3/5

MBH, (13)

G is the gravitational constant, DL is the luminosity distance, and
forb is the orbital frequency. Using our mass estimation for the
four quasars (Table 3), the inferred GW strain amplitudes are ∼
3.7 × 10−18, 1.5 × 10−18, 1.5 × 10−17, 6.7 × 10−17 for J0246, J0247,
J0249, and J0254 assuming q = 0.11. The GW strain amplitudes of
our candidate periodic quasars are more than two order of magnitude
lower than the PTA upper limits (Zhu et al. 2014; Arzoumanian et al.
2018), making them undetectable by current PTAs as individual
sources. If q = 1, the inferred amplitudes would be three times
larger, but would still be far from the current PTA limits. This
is unsurprising because our sample selected in a small field only
probes the more common and less massive black holes that are
not massive enough to be detectable by PTAs. While our BSBH
candidates cannot be detected individually, recent PTA upper limits
on the stochastic background have been used to constrain the fraction
of BSBH candidates from variability surveys (e.g. Holgado et al.
2018; Sesana et al. 2018). As PTA sensitivities improve, the space
density of the most massive mpc BSBH candidates will be further
constrained.

Assuming our candidate periodic quasars are caused by BSBHs
in the GW-driven regime, the coalescence time-scale for a circular
binary is given by

tgw = 5

256

(
GMc

c3

)−5/3

(2πforb)−8/3 . (14)
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Figure 7. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) contours for GW sources assuming the
candidate periodic quasars are caused by merging BSBHs. The transparent
contours are for 2030s detectors such as LISA and an SKA-like facility. The
opaque contours are for NANOGrav, which is currently operating. Except for
J0252 (which is the least massive), our candidate periodic quasars fall in the
sensitivity gap between LISA and future SKA-like PTA.

Table 4 lists the estimated GW inspiral times tgw for our candidate
periodic quasars, which are much shorter than the Hubble time. This
implies that the candidate binaries are efficiently emitting GWs and
will merge within the age of the universe, even if environmental
effects are neglected (e.g. Holgado & Ricker 2019). The inferred tgw

(� 104 yr) is ∼103 times shorter than estimates of quasar lifetimes
(Martini & Weinberg 2001; Yu & Tremaine 2002). This is reasonable
considering that the suggested probability of observing them based
on the time-scale ratio is not too smaller than their detection rate.

Fig. 7 shows SNR for future GW detectors as a functions of
black hole mass and redshift. We calculate the SNRs for LISA, the
NANOGrav 11-yr limits, and a SKA-like facility using the GWENT

package4 (Kaiser and McWilliams, in preparation). Our candidate
periodic quasars would mostly fall in the sensitivity gap between
LISA and future PTAs. LISA would only be sensitive to a J0252-like
merger which is the least massive system among our five candidate
periodic quasars.

6.4 Spectral Energy Distribution

Given the total BH masses of the four quasars (∼108.6 M�–109.0M�;
Table 3) and assuming the observed light curve periods of a few years
represent the orbital periods (Table 4; Section 6.3), the candidate
BSBHs are expected at pre-decoupling (Kocsis, Yunes & Loeb
2011; Sesana et al. 2012; Tanaka, Menou & Haiman 2012), where
circumbinary accretion discs should be common. One theoretical
prediction of circumbinary accretion disc models is abnormalities
(e.g. flux deficits or cut-offs) in the IR–optical–UV SEDs due to a
central cavity opened by the binaries and/or minidiscs around both
BHs (e.g. Roedig, Krolik & Miller 2014; Foord et al. 2017; Tang
et al. 2018).

Fig. 8 shows the multiwavelength SEDs of the four candidate
periodic quasars. The SED data include radio flux density upper
limits from the VLA sky survey (VLASS, Lacy et al. 2020), mid-
infrared photometry from the Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer
(Wright et al. 2010), near-infrared photometry from the UKIRT
Infrared Deep Sky Survey (Lawrence et al. 2007), optical photometry

4https://gwent.readthedocs.io/

and optical spectra from the SDSS (York et al. 2000), UV photometry
from the Galaxy Evolution Explorer (GALEX; Martin et al. 2005),
and X-ray upper limits from ROSAT (Voges et al. 2000). None of the
four quasars has radio/X-ray detection from VLASS/ROSAT. Only
two of the four have UV detections from GALEX.

Fig. 8 also shows the mean SEDs of control samples of ordinary
quasars that are drawn to match the redshifts and luminosities of
our candidate periodic quasars. All four candidate periodic quasars
show similar SEDs (within 3σ ) to those of the control quasars. Guo
et al. (2020) have studied the SEDs of the periodic quasar candidates
discovered by Graham et al. (2015a) and Charisi et al. (2016). They
have found that the SEDs of periodic quasar candidates from the
CRTS and PTF studies are consistent with those of the control
quasars. Similarly, none of our periodic quasar candidates shows
any SED peculiarity compared to the control quasars, although the
existing SED data may not be good enough to detect such abnormal
features in the SEDs.

6.5 Alternative interpretations

We discuss alternative interpretations that are not caused by BSBHs
to explain the candidate periodic light curves.

6.5.1 Precessing radio jets

The optical flux of the quasars could be the sum of thermal emission
from the accretion disc and the non-thermal emission from the
Doppler boosting radio jet (Rieger 2006). If the accretion disc is
misaligned with the plane of the symmetry, the non-thermal jet
precession could lead to periodic variation in the optical flux.

Unlike previously known periodic candidates OJ287 and PG1302
(Valtonen et al. 2008; Graham et al. 2015b), our candidate periodic
quasars are not known to be blazars. None of the four quasars
was detected by VLASS (Lacy et al. 2020). The implied 3σ flux
density upper limit is f obs

3 GHz < 0.36 mJy. To estimate the upper
limit of the radio loudness parameter (Kellermann et al. 1989) R ≡
f6 cm/f2500, we calculate the rest frame flux density at 5 GHz (6 cm
corresponding to 5 GHz) assuming the radio flux follows a power
law fν ∝ να . Table 3 lists the inferred radio loudness upper limits
for the four quasars. Combining with the f2500 measurements from
the optical spectra, the inferred R are <100, <17, <37, and <19
for J0246, J0247, J0249, and J254 assuming a spectral index of
α = −0.5 (Jiang et al. 2007). While the existing radio loudness
upper limits cannot exclude the possibility of the four quasars being
radio loud (R >10), they do suggest that the optical emission is
not dominated from a radio jet (i.e. R >100; Chiaberge & Marconi
2011) except for J0246. The precessing radio jet scenario is therefore
unlikely for three of four candidate periodic quasars, although future
deeper radio imaging is still needed to completely rule out such a
scenario.

6.5.2 Tilted accretion discs

Besides radio jets, precession of a tilted (warped) accretion disc could
also produce periodic flux variation by obscuring the continuum-
emitting region. Tremaine & Davis (2014) have estimated the time-
scale of 1.3 × 105 yr for the warped disc around a 108 M� BH
to damp out and align with the BH axis. The damping time-scale
is much shorter than the typical AGN time-scale. This suggests
that the warped disc behaviour is unlikely to be seen in our quasar
sample. Assuming the warped disc scenario and without any external
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Figure 8. Multiwavelength SEDs of the four candidate periodic quasars. Shown for comparison are the median SEDs for a control quasar sample (the black
curves) matched in redshift and luminosity from optically selected quasars (Richards et al. 2006), the mean SED of the whole sample in Richards et al. (2006;
‘R06-All’ for all quasars, ‘R06-OL’ for optically luminous quasars, and ‘R06-OD’ for optically dim quasars), and the mean SED from Hatziminaoglou et al.
(2005; Hat05). Upper limits are 3σ . Shown on top of each sub-panel are the multiwavelength postage stamp images with an FOV of 30 arcsec × 30 arcsec each.
The green circles are 10 arcsec in diameter centred at the quasar’s optical coordinates.

torque, self-gravity is expected to play an important role in the disc
precession (Tremaine & Davis 2014). Ulubay-Siddiki, Gerhard &
Arnaboldi (2009) have estimated that the precessing rate of self-
gravitating warped disc around a BH is given by

φ̇ ∼ C
Mdisc

MBH

(
GMBH

r3
w

)1/2

, (15)

where MBH is the black hole mass, Mdisc is the disc mass, rw is
the radius of the warped disc, and C is the constant of order unity
depending on the disc mass configuration. Tremaine & Davis (2014)
have derived the warped radius rw of 290 gravitational radius rg

≡ GMBH/c2 for a 108 M� BH using fiducial parameters. Assuming
Mdisc/MBH = 0.01, the precessing period is ∼50 yr. While the period
is an order of magnitude larger than the periods we have found in our
search, it is still broadly consistent considering model uncertainties.
However, the amount of obscured continuum emission required
would be too large to explain the observed variability amplitudes
seen in our candidate periodic quasars (Table 4).

6.5.3 Quasi-periodic oscillations

Quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) are commonly seen in X-ray
stellar binaries due to strong resonances in the accretion flow.
Low-frequency QPO is thought to be related to the Lense–Thirring
precession (Bardeen & Petterson 1975; Ingram, Done & Fragile
2009). Assuming period of QPO is approximately proportional to
black hole mass, King et al. (2013) discovered the first AGN scaled-
up version of QPO with period of 120−150 d in the radio light curve
at 15 GHz. With the similar scaling relation, our candidates with
BH masses of ∼108.4–109.0 M� give QPOs with the period of few
hundreds to thousands days, which are in the same order of the rest

frame periods we found. However, QPOs seen in the X-ray binaries
show drifts in amplitude, period, and/or phase (van der Klis 1989).
Future continuous monitoring is needed to distinguish BSBHs from
QPOs.

7 SU M M A RY A N D F U T U R E WO R K

We have presented a systematic search for periodically variable
quasars in a sample of 625 spectroscopically confirmed quasars at a
median redshift of z ∼ 1.8 in the overlapping regions between DES-
SN S1 and S2, and SDSS-S82 fields (4.6 deg2). Our search is based
on a unique 20-yr long time baseline by combining new DES-SN
multiband (griz) light curves with archival SDSS-S82 observations.
Our light-curve data also have better sensitivities than those from
previous surveys over larger areas. The deep imaging has allowed us
to search for periodic light curves in less luminous quasars (down
to r ∼23.5 mag; Fig. 1) powered by less massive SMBHs (with
MBH � 108.5 M�) at high redshift for the first time. We summarize
our main findings in the following.

(i) We have discovered five candidate periodic quasars in a parent
sample of 625 quasars. The most significant candidate (J0252) has
been presented by Liao et al. (2020). Here, we have presented the
other four candidates (Section 4.1). Our selection criteria are (1)
significant (at the >99.74 per cent level) periodicity in the GLS
periodogram in at least two bands with at least three cycles covered
by the total time baseline (to reduce false positives due to stochastic
variability) and a period larger than 500 d (to minimize artefacts due
to aliasing), (2) consistent periodicity in ACF, and (3) the variability
amplitude of the periodic component is larger than that in the residual
from fitting the light curves with a sinusoidal model.
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(ii) We have found that the fraction of periodic quasars in our
parent sample is five out of 625 that corresponds to ∼0.8+0.5

−0.3 per cent
assuming 1σ Poisson error, or ∼1.1+0.7

−0.5 per deg2. We have esti-
mated that up to two of the five candidates may be false pos-
itives due to red noise accounting for the look-elsewhere effect
(Section 4.2).

(iii) We have estimated the virial BH masses of the four candidate
periodic quasars based on single-epoch estimator using spectral
modelling of the SDSS spectra (Section 4.3). Their estimated BH
masses are ∼108.6–109.0 M� (Table 3). Together with J0252 (Liao
et al. 2020), our candidate periodic quasars are systematically less
massive (with MBH ∼ 108.4–109.0 M�) than those found by previous
works at similar redshifts (with MBH ∼ 109–1010 M�; Fig. 6). At
similar BH masses (with MBH ∼ 108.4–109.0 M�), our candidate
periodic quasars are at higher redshifts (z ∼ 2) than those found
by previous works (z ∼ 0.7; Fig. 6).

(iv) Our periodicity detection rate is ∼4–80 times higher than
those found in previous searches using shallower surveys over larger
areas (0.1–2 per 103 quasars; Graham et al. 2015a; Charisi et al.
2016; Zheng et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2019). The apparent discrepancy
is likely caused by differences in the quasar populations being probed
(Fig. 6) and the quality of the light-curve data from various surveys
(Section 6.1).

(v) Assuming the periodicity is caused by BSBHs, our periodicity
detection rate is consistent with the theoretical prediction of Haiman
et al. (2009) within uncertainties. While our periodicity detection
rate is ∼400 times higher than the prediction of Kelley et al. (2019)
taken at face value, the large apparent discrepancy is likely caused
by the difference in the cumulative and differential detection rates
(Section 6.2), since the binary fraction may vary as a function of
redshift and BH mass.

(vi) As an alternative test, we have used a maximum-likelihood
approach to assess if an additional periodic signal is needed to
explain the light curves on top of a stochastic background (Sec-
tion 5.1). We have considered two physically different models for
the periodic signal, i.e. Doppler and hydrodynamic variability. In
one of the four candidate periodic quasars (J0246), both periodic
models being considered are strongly preferred over a stochastic
variability model. In the other three candidates, however, there is no
preference for the two periodic models over a stochastic variability
model, although we cannot rule out the possibility that the data
may still prefer other forms of periodic models over stochastic
variability.

(vii) We have compared the observed frequency-dependent vari-
ability amplitude ratios and the multiband variability amplitudes with
those predicted from the Doppler boost hypothesis (e.g. D’Orazio
et al. 2015b). We have found evidence against the Doppler boost
model in all four candidate periodic quasars (Section 5.2). For J0246,
while the observed frequency-dependent variability amplitude ratios
are generally consistent with Doppler boost (Fig. 4), the observed
variability amplitudes are too large to be explained with typical
model parameters (Fig. 5). For the other three candidate periodic
quasars, the observed frequency-dependent variability amplitude
ratios show �2σ deviations in at least two band pairs (Fig. 4). While
the observed variability amplitudes can generally be explained by
Doppler boost, the required parameters need some level of fine-tuning
(Fig. 5).

(viii) Assuming the optical flux periodicity is caused by BSBHs,
we have estimated the binary separations assuming the orbital periods
equal the flux periods and circular orbits with a mass ratio of
0.11 (Table 3). If the periodicity were indeed caused by BSBHs,
the inferred millipc-scale separations would imply that the final-

parsec barrier has been overcome in these quasars. The inferred
GW inspiral times are �104 yr (Table 3) for the four candidates
presented here and is ∼105 yr for J0252 (Liao et al. 2020). We have
discussed the prospect of detecting the potential GWs from these
candidate periodic quasars with current and future low-frequency
GW experiments (Section 6.3). Except for J0252 (the least massive),
our candidate periodic quasars would fall in the sensitivity gap
between LISA and future PTAs as individual sources (Fig. 7), which
is unsurprising given their that they are too massive for LISA and yet
not massive enough and too far away for PTAs (Fig. 6).

(ix) We have examined the multiwavelength SEDs of our candi-
date periodic quasars to search for evidence for possible abnormali-
ties as predicted by circumbinary accretion disc models (Section 6.4).
All four quasars show SEDs that are consistent with those of control
quasars matched in redshift and luminosity (Fig. 8).

(x) We have discussed alternative interpretations for the optical
flux periodicity that are not caused by BSBHs (Section 6.5). While
the existing data generally disfavour the precessing-radio-jet and
tilted-accretion-disc scenarios, they are consistent with optical QPOs
for the four candidate periodic quasars.

Continued photometric monitoring is needed to further assess the
robustness of the periodicity discovered here. While the existing
time baseline spans ∼4–6 cycles (we have required >3 cycles
by selection) of the periodicity in our candidates (Table 4), there
are seasonal gaps and coverage gaps between surveys (Fig. 2). In
addition, the existing SDSS imaging was generally too noisy to
distinguish between different light-curve models, while the high-
quality DES imaging alone was not long enough to cover enough
number of cycles. Continued monitoring with our ongoing program
with DECam on the Blanco 4m telescope and the LSST in future
with the Vera C. Rubin Observatory will improve both the light curve
coverage and the data quality. Continuous monitoring will be carried
out for the full parent sample. This is important for both rejecting
false positives and to recovering false negatives. Future monitoring
will also help distinguish periodic light curves caused by BSBHs and
optical QPOs (Section 6.5.3).

In future work, we will enlarge our parent sample size by studying
photometrically selected quasars (combining colour and variability
selections) in the DES-SN and other deep fields with long time
baselines by combining archival observations. This will allow us to
select more candidate periodic quasars and to reduce the statistical
error of their detection rate (Section 6.1).

Future more sensitive UV and X-ray observations are needed to
tighten the constraints on the potential SED abnormalities to test
theoretical predictions from circumbinary accretion disc models
(Milosavljević & Phinney 2005; Roedig et al. 2012; Foord et al.
2017; Tang et al. 2018). Deep radio imaging is also required to
further constrain the processing-radio-jet scenario (Section 6.5.1).

More realistic theoretical light-curve models from self-consistent
3D circumbinary accretion disc simulations are needed to compare
with future observations with better data quality. Finally, alternative
methods for robust periodicity detection (e.g. Zhu & Thrane 2020)
can independently test the significance of the candidate periodic
quasars proposed in this work.
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